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ABSTRACT

A straightforward extension of the standard Weinberg-Salnm model to Karita-

Schwinger.formalism, is a heuristic way to obtain electroweak currents for
A

spin-3/2 leptons. We=:pôSrtuA*fre 4 new interaction between spin-r!/2 and spin-3/2

particles that maintains the SU(2) x 15(1) gauge invorionccV^nd w« HyUJUJfTTi a possible

form for the- interaction involving these two types of particles nnd the gauge

fieldsC This takes place through a coupling which involves derivatives of the

electromagnetic field and the corresponding coupling constant is inversely propoi—

tional to the mass of spin-3/2 particles. Several reactions are possible with

this new interaction such as the radiative decay of a charged R.iri ta-Schwinger

particle. Other reactions are corrections to well-known processes : for instance,

in the usual Compton effect, the fernionic virtual line can be replaced by the

corresponding spin-3/2 one. But, due to the large mass of the spin-3/2 lepton,

these corrections are significantly non negligible only at ultra relativistic

energies. On the other hand, in the low energy limit this correction gives

fortunately no contribution to the Thomson cross section because the coupling

3 I >{K/ W
~2~ "õ ~ Y is proportional to the photon's momentum. If -one consider! all the

possible couplings of these fields, one can combine them in diagrams of lowest

orders whose theoretical predictions have to be submitted lo experimental pressure
• • > / •
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The invention of supersymmetric 'theories is at the origin of a renewed in-

terest in spin-3/2 fieds. Indeed, the fermion-boson symmetry postulated in these

theories associates toa state of a particle of mass Mand spin J, three other states

with mass M and spin J-l/2, J, J+l/2 respectively. Spin-3/2 particles are thus

predicted in the massive multiplet (1,1, 1/2, 3/2) defined by j = 1 and in

the multiplet (1, 2, 3/2, 3/2) corresponding to j = 3/2. Massless particles

with helicity X = 3/2 exist in multiplets (± 3/2, ± 1/2).

Furthermore, the experimental discovery of a new spin-1/2 lepton, the tauon,

with mass higher than that of baryons raises the question whether leptons are

not composite states of sub-leptonic constituents which might also exist in

excited*spin-3/2 states2^.

From a theoretical point of view, for these high spin fields, we are actual-

ly left with remaining well-known difficulties concerning mainly the quantization

of the field theory^'. If the renormalizability of a theory can not be considered

in any case as a criterion of truthfulness.it is however necessary condition for

doing consistent calculations in a perturbative model. In our case, we consider

the results obtained as a possible guide for experimental search of such spin-3/2

leptons, which so far have not yet been systematically undertaken. To illustrate

our step, we keep in mind that the effective point like Fermi's model, although

describing well B-decay, was later found out to be a non renormalizable theory ;

higher-order corrections led to divergent calculations, and the intermediate

boson theory, partially inspired with QED, could not solve this problem. It

turned out that the solution came with the unification of weak and EM interactions

in a gauge theory â la Yang-Mills, the bosons having their mass through a spontan-

neous breaking of the gauge symmetry '.
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In this paper, we apply the standard SU(2) x U(l) model of Weinberg-Saiam

to the Rarita-Schwinger (abbreviated into R-S) formalism for spin-3/2 particles

in order to obtain possible properties satisfied by these fields and the form

of the corresponding weak and EN currents. Although in this case the SU(?) a ii(l)

theory will not be renormalizable it may present a heuristic interest.

We then postulate an interaction between a spin-3/2 and a spin-1/2 lepton

of the same family. This interaction is built in such a way that the above gauge

invariance of the theory is maintained. The exact form of the different couplings

is given explicitly. This opens the way to straightforward calculations of cross

sections for reactions involving spin-3/2 and sp1n-l/2 particles and we yive some

possible graphs which have to be considered.

THE FEYKMANN PROPAGATOR FOR SPIN-3/2 FIELDS

A spin-3/2 free field of masse M is described by a vector-spinor ^M(x)

which obeys Dirac's equation :

(1 V 3p - H)*
v(x) = 0 (la)

and two constraints :

av *
v(x) - 0 (lb)

Y v *
v ( x ) * 0 (ic)

which give In a Lorentz Invariant way tin» Htjht number of inilrprn(<<int < <wM|>om>>its

of the field i|>v(x) (we have omitted the 'ipinor index a).

We have shown elsewhere5^ that these field equations may be obtained form

a unique lagrangian. The method used is similar to the one of the spin-1 field :

we prove that there exists a scalar and hermitic lagrangian built from the avai-

lable elements of the theory (the tensor-spinors, pseudo tensor-spinors plus the
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duals) which generates a first order equation in the R-S field and gauge invariant

in the limit of a zero mass and which is the only one to satisfy these conditions.

This lagrangian is :

<3 + 1 5LRS * ' *a E P * \ <3v + 1 5

From which we obtain :

V» B - 0 (3)

This is equivalent to the system (1). These are the equations used in supergra-

vity when M = 0 and i|»g is a Majorana f ield.

The integral equation which' describes the Feynman propagation of the vector

spinor defined by equ. (3) is the following :

f vSX
B t

B
Ml^\ (4.)

V*l

for positive energy solutions and

j - t 2 ) * « . , ( x 2 ) . - i f S«"(x2 - x j j c ^ Y5 Y ^ J ^ . j f x ^ d ' x j (4b)

for negative energy solutions. SpP is the Feynman propagator for massive

spin-3/2 fields given by6* :

2 j 2
 + •) $*(*z ~ \) (5a)

(x2 - x2) » (g^ - \? Y V - i j, 7 ) F ( 2
3M

(5b)
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Ws notice that. In view of the ocurrence of the double differentiation of A~ in

equ. (5b) the propagator s£v attributes to processes involving this propagator

non renormaiizabie divergences similar to those of massive vector fields.

THE HEURISTIC SALAM-WEINBERG CURRENTS FOR SPIN-3/2 FIELDS

In order to find out possible forms of weak and electromagnetic couplings of

R-S particles we wil l use, as a heuristic method, the standard SDt?) x U(l)

model : this means that we postulate, besides the familiar Higgs and vector gauge

fields, a left-handed isospinor of spin-3/2 fields \>y2
 a n d ez/2 w n* c n w e

denote by \>v and ev respectively :

•sr- { . A
and a right-handed isoscaiar :

^ = R e y ' ( 6b )

L and R are the usual helicity projection operators defined by

1 * ^U R = —2—i ( 6 c )

Given the form (2) of the free matter field lagrangian, we can therefore write

the fermionic part of the lagragian :

7.

L R
where the expressions for the coderivatives 0 ' are :

(7b)

4
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g (resp. g1) is the coupling constant for SU(2) (resp. U(l)) group having the

gauge fields S (resp. C ).

Apart from the usual terms corresponding to the Higgs (<J>) and vector gauge

fields, the lagrangian will contain a Yukawa-type-term for the spin-3/2 field

in interaction with the Higgs field 4 of the form :

• + h.c ( 8)

Each of these lagrangians is invariant in the local gauge group G = SU(2)xU(l),

i.e under the transformations :

r - + -*• .

c;

v"1!»)

V1/2(x) U(x)

igX(x)* i ioi /x%
where U(x) = e , V(x) * e y * ' are transformation of the groups

SU(2) and U(l) respectively.

In analogy with the classical theory for spin-1/2, we obtain :

a) the mass term, derived from L (equ. (8)) for the matter spin-3/2 field

H ) ; M Y 5 T V V O (,0a)

where

(101))
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1s the mass of the spin-3/2 charged field eM In terms of the Yukawa-Higgs

coupling constant G, and X the vacuum expectation value of the neutral Higgs

field.

In this model the spin-3/2 particle of a Dirac neutrino-type remains mass-

less, that Is

M(v) = 0 (10c)

b) From L (equa. (7a)) we obtain the E.M and weak currents associated with

these R-S fields, contained in the lagrangian piece l_c :

(Ha)

l h n,z
y *9 + 9

where the value of the currents associated with the physical fields W1, Z° and
Y 1s :

( L v J (lib)

(lie)

K
and the electrique charge has the usual value

e. 99''

Me notice that :
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1) The electromagnetic current is conserved and this results from the

identity : .

t " * Y5T, - 1 ( A V - rfV • rfV - 9V6YO) (12 )

and the equations (1) -

2) The weak current has a vectorial and axial part with the standard linear com-

bination for the charged R-S field, while only the left handed part of the

neutral R-S field occurs.

c) Having the usual gauge group in the same representation, all that concerns

the gauge fields and the Higgs field remains unchanged as compared to the classi-

cal spin-1/2 theory.

d) A Majorana mass may be attributed to the spin-3/2 neutrino v-*/2 ̂  tne

introduction of a coupling with a Higgs triplet ' '.

THE VERTEX

Let us come back to the Lagrangian for EM interaction and consider the vertex

given in Fig. 1 for an interaction Y ~ *$/2 ~ e3/2*

Y(k)

FIGURE 1 : The vertex e2/Z" e3/2"
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According to equation ( l l a ) , i t is described by

LY-3/2-3/2 - " ^ S V » eo *p'

For external fermionic lines, it can be rewritten in the momentum space (momenta

are indicated in parenthesis), in a much more handling way as a result of the con

dition (lc) :

• e ê (P1) A(k) e^p) (14)
-3/2-3/2 M

The form (13) is precisely what we obtain when applying minimal coupling to -2^>c given

by (2). We can however construct terms containing A derivatives, analogous to

those which give a contribution to the magnetic moment of the nucleon. In the

usual spin-1/2 theory, this is given by the Pauli term :

* c y v D V * « e * avv * F
yv

We can therefore postulate for the R-S fields :

which turns out to be, after sone calculations :

Obviously, such a coupling to the EM field would be at the origin of an anomalous

magnetic moment for the spin-3/2 lepton.

THE VERTEX e - ^ " e J / 2 ' Y

From Fig. 1 we see that another possible graph is obtained if one spin-3/2
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line is replaced by a spin-1/2 line

flGURE 2 : The vertex e i / 2 " e 3 / 2 " Y

Clearly, this coupling is not given by the previous model, and we have to make

some hypothesis.

We postulate that the interaction between the charged R-S field, the corres-

ponding spinor and the EM field is given by the lagrangian

(16)

where K is a coupling constant and D is the coderivative associated with

the electromagnetic field, D = 3 + ie A(. Equ. (16) is nothing but the free RS

lagrangian (2) in which we have made the substitution of one spin-3/2 field ^

by Dp if» where ty is a spin-1/? field :

i|'B » D B * (»7)

Making use of the Riemann tensor In that simple case we have, after an integration

by parts ;

L * - K e j° A (18a)
em o

where
j ° * i £MVpo . r Y Y e 1 (liib)

is a t r i v ia l l y conserved current.
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ín the case when the vertex of Fig. 2 is involved in such a manner that the

fermionic lines are external, (18a) can be written in the following more suitable

forme for calculations :

Ao(k>

where we have neglected the mass of spin-1/2 lepton as compared to that of the

8)corresponding spin-3/2 one • Simple dimensional considerations show that ic

behaves like the inverse of a mass.

This allows us, for instance, to write down the matrix element for the radiati-

ve decay of a spin-3/2 charged particle.

THE VERTEX Lj / 2 - £j / 2 - W, Z, y

After having determined a possible form for the 3/2 - 1/2 - y interaction,

we may ask what can be the coupling of the charged and/or neutral spin-1/2,

spin-3/2 leptons with the allowed gauge fields W1, Z° and y.

For this purpose, we generalize the previous rule : assuming the local •

G = SU(2) x U(l) invariance, we postulate the above interaction is given by :

where JZ and C7Z are the corresponding spin-1/2 quantities of (6a ) and (6b)-

The Riemannian tensors for the coderivatives (7b) are :
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• - 19

Cp. 0*1 ='a' K, < 2 1 b '

where

T <3o Bp " 3
P

 Ba + 9 *"" B í Bo>

- 3o CP "
 3p Co

are the usual tensors associated with the gauge fields B and C .
P P

Reexpressed in term of the physical f ie lds W, Z and yt we have afer straight-

forward computations, in momentum space :

Zp

+ g ' 2

Vv 4
g1

Here we have omitted the spin value label; the space-time Index on the f ield

indicates that is a R-S f ie ld .
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All the possible couplings contained'in equ. (22) can be more expiicitely

exihibited in graphs, we have :

a) for an incoming v ^ and outgoing v,.- '

or

\W

b) for an incoming e ^ and outgoing v , ^ •'

or

tee g

c) for an Incoming e , ^ and outgoing

53/2

or

W

ice k

for vectorial couplings
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or

for axial coupling

FIGURE 3

In writing (22) we have made no assumption on the reality of the 1/2 or 3/2

fermions. In that case, the use of the identity (12) and the equations (1) for

the mouvement of the free R-S field allow us to rewrite this lagrangian in a more

handling form for calculations (just in the same manner as for (19) as compared

to (18)). Me can verify that (18) is of course included in (22). The occurence

of these new possible couplings gives rise to corrections to cross sections invol-

ving even spin-1/2 leptons only. For instance, in the usual Compton scattering,

we have now to consider a new/ graph (Fig. 4) where the virtual electronic line is

replaced by the propagator of the corresponding e,/7 field. Suppose we are in

the domain where :

.2
« 1 (23)
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eJ/2(Pf. Sf)

FIGURE 4 : contribution to Compton Scattering

Postulating M «* 20 GeV ', this means that in the frame where the electron 1s at

rest, the energy E Y of the incident photon is less than an energy of the

order of 10 GeV. But given the value ' :

(23a)

for the positive energy projector and

z
s

(23b)

for the negative energy projector, the approximation ^-x e* 0 in (23a) cancels

the interference term given by the graphs of Fig. 5. In order words, this means
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that these contributions may become significantly non negligible for energies of

the incident photon of the order of 10 GeV. Moreover, the coupling constant K

we had to introduce because of dimensional arguments must be adjusted to fit

experimental features.

If we look a the production of spin-3/2 leptons, it can be made at lowest

orders through e+e" annihilation in the direct and crossed channels of Fig. 5

(where we do not write the graph with intermediate Z°) :

•e3/2

S channel 1/2 cl/2 1/2 t channel

FIGURE 5 : e1/2 e 1/2 "* e 1/2 e 3/2

The decaying again in the favoured mode :

e3/2 -*• e + (24)

Experimental investigations at high energies in search for this reaction are

desirable.

If we consider all the possible graphs given by-the Fig. 4, we can construct

diagrams involving the two kinds of leptons and the physical gauge fields in

different ways. Calculations on reactions based on the present formalism will

be publijied elsewhere.
• • *
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